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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Research in regard to the employment of the older nurse is 
essential if nursing is to avail itself of all possible re-
sources; the older inactive nurse may be a partial answer to 
the nursing shortage. Then, too, it is important that the 
older nurse be assisted to function to her fullest potenti-
ality, to maintain a feeling of security and adequacy, and td 
retain her place in the nursing profession. 
A. Philospphy 
General Overview. The problem of the status of the older 
worker is an eminent topic of discussion today, and stems from 
the admitted reluctance of many employers to hire workers past 
a certain age limit. Recently, a newspaper item called atten-
tion to the fact that "in looking over help wanted ada, perhaps 
90 per cent of them mention a maximum age limit of 35, which 
may occasionally be extended to 40. 111 Although the reasons set 
forth for this attitude are multiple, they are questionable. 
111 Accent on Youth II Editorial in The Framingham News, 
November 29, 1954. ' 
• 
• 
• 
/I ~~ ----
1· 
• 
---- --~ --- ,~---
\Modern labor leaders and educators recognize the fault of 
stereotyping older workers and its effect on individual adjust-
ment, and are beginning to be more perceptive of in4ividUal 
I · 1 
1 skills and ~c1a1 abi1~ties. 
I I ~o adequately define an 11 older worker 11 is difficult; to set 
1up a pattern for classification requires even more considera-
2 
tion. An article in a recent issue of Nursing Outlook began by 
stating that 11 there are [at .. least] seven ways which may be used 
to determine age: four biological--anatomical, physiological, 
~ psychological, pathological; and three of record--chronological, 
1 statistical and hereditary. • •• All are relative terms."3 
Sometimes, the time elapsing between periods of productivity in 
a special field is considered in determining an older or 
younger worker; that is, the comparison of one who has been oon-
ltinuously employed with one who has been absent from a special 
lfield for periods of five, ten or more years due to various 
lreasons. The above is evident in nursing. The classification 
I of a worker as older is dependent on many Job variables, among 
I 
~ -----
1John Ruskowski "An Institute for Training Community Leaders,"~ is No Barrier, New Y<?rk State Joint Legislative 
Committee on Probiems of the Aging, (New York: Legislative Doc 
ment~ 1952),· p. 56. 
2M . ~ and His Years, An account of the First National Con-
ference on Aging sponsored by the Federal Security Agency 
(Raleigh, N.C.: Health Publications Institute, Inc.~ 1951}, 
p. 71. 
3Julia Brandeberry, 11 0ur Responsibility to the Aging," 
!I Nursing Outlook, 3:44, January 1955. 
l 
II 
- - --~-- ""= - - -- - -
2 
-~ -- 4 
1 
them type of work, cpalifioations necessary, balance between de-l 
II mand and supply of workers Wl. th special sk1l~s, and the ab111ty 11 
to function adequately in a given situation. As example, the I 
'I significan·t capabilities of a doctor do not begin until past 
1 the age of thirty years, whereas
2
a secretary is considered 
older at the age of thirty-five. 
Apparently, labor more often bases selection on chrono-
logical age rather than on an individual's potential;3 there-
~~ fore, the definition of older worker as used in this study ap-
lpears to be a functional one. 
1 Older women represent a major proportion of labor today, 
~ 
lj out-numbering men by more than one and a hal:t: million. While 
imen are generally considered older at forty-five, women are 
considered older at thirty-five, particularly when seeking em-
5 ployment or re-employment. The general attitude toward 
I 1Women 1 s Bureau~ United States Department of Labor, "Older" 
'
Women as Office Workers, Bulletin 24g, (Washington: Government 
Printing Office, 1953,, p. 3g. 
2 Ibid., p. ~0. 
3uworkers Over ~5 Face Jobless Era," News item in the 
jBoston Dail~ Record, December 22, 1954. 
4women's Bureau~ United States Department of Labor, Hirinz 
JOlder Women, Leaflet 12) (Washington: Government Printing Of-
fice, 195tl0). 
I 5Mary N. Hilton, 11 0lder Women in the Labor Force," Entry 
and Reentry of the Older Woman into the Labor Market, Women's 
!
Bureau, United States Department of tabori 1ublication D-69, 
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 953), p. 1. 
3 
~~--- ===========~~========~---~~= 
li 
II -t-~---· -----
I 
employment of older women is mostly discriminatory and often due 
==~=#==-=- -- -
I 
to the "ignorance of the capabilities of older workers" and "the 
' unwillingness on the part of employers to spend the time or 
l 
money to learn the qualifications of individual persons." In 
an employment survey conducted in 1950 by the state employment 
services i t was brought out that the two primary reasons for the 
~ relatively low placement of the older worker were the lack of 
adequate counseling and placement services provided for these 
2 ~ people and the continued poor social attitude toward age. 
II Many of the problem situations arise not so much with the women 
' who maintain continuous employment~ but With those 
!' change in position and location~ and re-employment 
jperiod of inactivity. 
who seek a 
after a · 
Other factors which may enter into the employment of older 
women are: subjective evaluation of performance by younger em-
ployees, i ncreased adoption of pension plans, prohibitive cost 
of refresher and re-orientation courses, and possible failur e of 
modern education to orient employers toward effective utiliza-
tion of all older workers. 
1Charles A. Pearce, "Employment Status of Older Women," 
1
Bibliography on Employment Problems 2[ Older Women~ Women's Bu-
reau~ United states Department of Labor, Publication D-70, (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1954)~ p . 55. 
I 
2Lou1s H. Ravin~ "Live Longer and Like It?," Bibliography 
ga Employment Problems of Older Women, Women's Bureau, United 
States Department of Labor~ Publ~ation D-70, (Washington: 
Government Printing Office, 1954), p. 5g. 
- = - __.._::.-~ 
II Other states might follow the example of California where 
I 165,000 people, age 1!-5 and over, •were placed by the State De-
,partment of Employment during the last fiscal year, and one-
,l third, 22,000, were women. "l 
II 
I 
As Related to Nursing. The problem of the older worker ex-
1 
I ists also in the ranks of the nursing profession~ even with 
nursing in the unique position of having a demand for its ser-
11 
!; vioes that far exceeds its supply. Nursing groups are continu-
il ally studying methods of utilizing nurses more advantageously 
I 
in an attempt to better equalize the supply and the demand. 
!The older nurse and the inactive nurse may need to be included 
!frequently in these programs. In a recent pilot study of nurs-
ing functions it was suggested that a persuance of the hypothe-
il sis that 1a reluctance to hire older nurses is positively associ-! 
II a ted with the nursing shortage" might result in some interesting 
I 2 
1
conclusions. It is well known that the exigencies or World 
War II brought baok into hospitals many older and inactive 
l nurses3 and created an interest in the re-education ot these 
I! nurses. Their services were invaluable. 
11--
10The Way the Wind Blows," Aging, January 195~, p. 7. 
2 . 
Otto Pollak~ Charles Westoff and Marvin Bressler~ "Penn-
sylvania Pilot Study of Nursing Functions," Nursing Research, 
2:21, June 1953. 
II 
3Janet M. Geister, "Candid Comments: On the Older Nurse, 1 
IR.N. A Journal !.2!:, Nurses, 12:30~ May 194-9. 
I 
I 
5 
II 
I 
I 
The demands of nursing are heavy, but the ohanges in the 
II pattern of medical oare and in the condi tiona of employment for 
nurses have done muoh to relieve nursing of its many tedious 
11 duties. Nurses now have more time for direct care of the pa-
ll tient and supervision of this · care. The older nurse may have 
lj acquired wisdom, special skills and abilities, and a wealth or 
I 
!human understanding through her years ?f experience With people, 
land with this background could probably contribute much to the 
11 total care of the individual. The medical and nursing profes-
1' 
11 sion should be prompt to recognize that although younger nurses 
I may know many new techniques of medical care and may be more ex-
pert in their use of them than are older practitioners, the 
older ones may have a better understanding of individual be-
l hav1or and the oond1t1ons underlying it. In the hustle to meet 
I the pressing demands of a heavy patient load, nursing service 
may be prone to emphasize the quantity rather than the quality 
of patient care. 
Changing concepts may gradually acknowledge the need or 
. concerted action for careful planning in the employment of olde 
j nurses. Intelligent job evaluations are essential if the older 
worker is to be aided in functioning to her full potentiality 
but within the realm of her physical capacity. As Clark has 
!stated, "We have been forced into the position of categorizing 
the older nurse as a 'problem.• She wouldn't be a problem today 
if the profession had taken the initiative years ago and planne 
= - --=:.... ~======== 
6 
4 --~-=----=- 1 ;-- - ---
11 for her utilization." Social service work and some indus-
[1 tries3 have advanoed beyond nursing in this aspect. 
1 With this philosophy in mind, it was decided to investigate 
I the standing of the older nurse in Rhode Island. 
B. The Problem of the Study 
This study was made to determine the status of the older 
l nurse in health agencies in Rhode Island. The sub-problems 
I 
!which were considered are: 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
a. Does the employment of the older nurse create a 
problem? 
b. How is the older nurse utilized in health agencies? 
c. Has the older nurse proven to be a resource in help-
ing to meet the nursing shortage? 
d. What has been done to draw the inactive nurse back 
into nursing service? 
,, c. Purposes of the Study 
j The purposes for which this study was developed are: 
I 
:I 
a. To determine what health agencies are doing to help 
the older nurse meet the demands of modern nursing. 
1Alice R. Clark, "R.N. Speaks: On Our Older Nurse," R.N. A 
Journal for Nurses, 15:24, July 1952. 
2Ibid., p. 78. 
3Wilma Donahue, 11 The Older Worker in the Community," The 
American Journal of Nursing, 54:g20~ July 1954. 
-=..---=- --
7 
---- - -=-='--"=='---
b. To determine how the attitude of the employer af-
fects the re-employment of the older nurse. 
c. To determine to what extent the employment ot the 
older nurse presents a problem to the health agency, 
to the patient, and to herself. 
d. To determine whether or not the older nurse is an 
asset in helping to meet the health needs of the 
community. 
e. To determine what attempts have been made to draw 
inactive nurses back into nursing. 
1 r. To see it nursing organizations can be assisted in 
~~ maintaining an aotive interest in the older nurse 
by focusing attention on her. 
g. To see whether or not the data collected compares 
with similar data found in the 11 0lder Nurse Pro-
1 ject• of the American Nurses' Association. 
D. Scope .Q.! this. Studl 
This study was based on information received from the em-
ployers of the older nurses, older nurses themselves, and nurs-
ing organizations within the State of Rhode Island. It consid-
ered the older nurse group who were employed within the health 
agencies of the state, the older nurse who had returned to 
1The Older Nurse, Report of a project on the older nurse, 
(New York: American Nurses' Association, Professional Counsel1n 
& Placement Service, 195~). 
g 
11
active nursing following a period of inactivity, and the inac-
11 tive nurse who had indicated an interest in the refresher 
courses offered, but who, for reasons of her own, had not re-
I turned to active nursing. 
I Data which were collected from related studies, nursing 
organizations, and employment agencies in other states were used 
II only in the development of this study but not in the findings 
,j or final interpretation. However, data llhich have been com-
Jpiled by the Rhode Island State Nurses• Association in previous 
' studies and which are pertinent have been incorporated in this 
I 
11 study. 
1 For a study or this nature Rhode Island was selected, be-
l cause it was accessible and small in size, and no such study 
had been done within the state. 
The sources in Rhode Island which were contacted are: 
a. All hospitals, regardless of size or type (includ-
ing two school infirmaries). 
b. The central directory for nurses. 
c. Public health centers (including three school 
health departments). 
d. Nursing homes. 
e. Industrial plants. 
1 E. Brief Background or Rhode Island 
I Rhode Island ie the smallest state in the union and the 
lmost densely populated. It has an area of 1,057 square miles 
9 
I 
~ - ---==~====~~--~~~==========-==-=-~~==~~~== 
1
land a popul ation of 791,g96 (1950 census). 1 At the present 
II time, Rhode Island is the nation 1 s most highly industrialized 
I 2 
1 state with all twenty-one major classes of manufacturing being 
II 
'1 represented. About forty-three per cent of all civilians gain-
fully employed are engaged in manufacturing~ the main source of 
income for the state. Providence, an important industrial city, 
l is the state's largest city and also its esp1tal. 3 
I The state has twenty-one colleges and universities located 
!within its boundaries allowing practically unlimited opportuni-
l ties for educat1on. Its medical facilities include general and 
I specialized hospitals~ public health departments, and a number 
,, 
lj 
I of nursing homes. In addition, there is a central directory for 
!nurses; also, there are numerous doctors' of:1oes and industrial~ 
!plants employing nurses. It has 76S doctors and ~~9g5 regis-
tered professional nurses.5 
F. Limitations of the Study 
This study was conducted by means of the questionnaire and 
1Thumbnail Sketch Rhode Island, (Providence: Rhode Island 
Development Council). 
2seeing Providence~ (Providence: Providence Journal Com-
pany, n.d.); p. 2. 
3Thumbnail Sketch Rhode Island~ ~· cit. 
~Oliver Pratt, John Latcham~ and Kenneth Atkins, Confiden-
tial Survey of the Rhode Island Hospital Community~ \Providence, 
~)~ p. 35. 
I ~argaret E. Sykes, Editorial in Professional Flashes, 
21:4, Feb~~ry ! 255. _ 
-= = II 
II 
10 
I! 
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'! the interview~ both of which limit the reliability and valid! ty II 
lot various phases of the data. Also, only a small number ot 
1nurses were available for personal contact because of the dif-
\1 ficul ty in locating them, the problem of communication~ and the 
! percentage who tailed to answer the questionnaire. 
1 In the final analysis no distinction was drawn between 
~ nurses employed in the various health agencies, as the conclu-
sions reached would apply to all groups. 
This study was originally planned to cover all twenty-five 
1 hospitals, fourteen public health agencies employing four or 
I 
more registered professional nurses, nine nursing homes employ-
iJ 1ng three or more professional nurses, and the central direc-
tory for nurses located in the city of Providence. Inasmuch as 
. Rhode Island is a highly industrialized state, it was felt that I 
I the inclusion of the industrial nurse was essential. Therefore, ! 
I fourteen firms employing two or more nurses were later con-
1 
1 tacted. 
The health agencies vary in size, type of control, staff-
ing, and type of patients treated; they are situated in rural, 
jl urban, ~d suburban communities. In view of the locale, some of 
the agencies find it difficult or impossible to consider older 
nurse programs of any sort. It could not be assumed that these 
!agencies were disinterested or indifferent to older nurse 
1 
1 
The other public health agencies, nursing homes and indus-
11 
trial .Plants did not meet the limitations of this study in re-gard ~ s~affing. 
r 
employment problems. Again~ the number of agencies from which 
,no response was elicited must be taken into consideration. 
The area included and the number of people concerned in 
comparison with the nation-wide total is minute; therefore, the 
value of t he conclusions reached will concern only individuals 
lor organizations in Rhode Island or, if included as a part of a 
nation-wide study, as a basis tor comparison with the findings 
' of other states. 
I 
I This study did not attempt to concentrate on an evaluation 
I! 
of the older nurse per se. Furthermore, it is not believed nor 
presumed that a study of this kind will completely explore the 
problems of the employment of the older nurse in the State of 
Rhode Island. 
Although nurses may revert to an inactive status for vari-
ous reasons such as failing health~ pressure of family duties, 
of this study to determine the ex-
affect employment. 
I 
"The ease with which any study method can be used is deter-
mined in a large part by a common understanding of what the 
' terms mean. To achieve this, mutually exclusive definitions 
must be developed. 111 The terms as defined for use in this study 
I 
12 
1Ruth Gillan, Helen G. Tibbitts and Dorothy Sutherland, 
The Head Nurse Looks at Her Job, Pubiic Health Service, United 
stit~epartment or Hearr.h,-mducation~ and Welfare~ Publication 
??1 t!~shin _!o!l~-~!ern~E1llt Printing Off"~Qe_~l-~53) _p. 2. __ =---~-=--..:::=-=~ 
I 
were: 
a. Older Nurse. For purposes of this study the follow-
ing definition of the older worker, which was sug-
gested and informally accepted by the National Con-
ference on Aging in August 1950, was used: 11 An 
older worker is an adult who meets with resistance 
to employment~ continued employment or re-employment, 
solely because of his age. 111 
b. Inactive Nurse. An inactive nurse is one who is 
not presently employed in a nursing capacity. 
c. Status. Status refers to 11 the standing or the rat-
ing accorded" the older nurse by her employer or 
co-worker. 2 
d. Utilization. Utilization ia the making use of or 
bringing into service the older nurse, and the em-
ployment of the older nurse in terms of hours, 
areas of functioning~ and duties performed. 
e. Health Agencies. Health agencies include hospitals, 
public health centers~ nursing homes, industrial 
plants, and the Central Directory for nurses. 
f. Refresher Course. A refresher course is a progra~ 
lMan and His Years, An account of the First National Con-
ference on Aging sponsored by the Federal Security Agency 
(Raleigh, N.C.: Health Publications Institute, Inc., 1951l, 
p. 72. 
2Emory Bogardus and Alice Brethorst, Sociolog* Applied to 
Nursing, (Philadelphia: w. B. Saunders Company, 19 1), p. 62-.-
13 
of instruction eponsored by a professional organi-
zation or health agency for the purpose of present-
ing recent or unfamiliar medical and nursing knowl-
edge to members of the nursing profession within 
the area. 
g. Part Time Emplo1ment. Part time employment is less 
than a full week of work. 
H. Methods 
The principle method used in developing the study was the 
1 questionnaire. One questionnaire was sent to sixty-four em-
ployers in selected health agencies in Rhode Island and another2 
to twenty-three individual nurses. To supplement these, di-
rected interviews were held with both employers and individual 
nurses. 
Complete details of the methods used will be found in 
Chapter II, Methods of Study. 
I. Previous Investigations 
Other States. Prior to delving into an actual study of the 
stated problem, pertinent literature was perused to determine 
what studies had been made relative to the older nurse or the 
inactive nurse, and to what extent, if any, the methods, concl~ 
sions, and recommendations might be helpful in the evolvement of 
lFor a copy of questionnaire, see Appendix B, p. g5. 
2For a copy of questionnaire, see Appendix B, pp. 95, 9g. 
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this study. A brief summary of these investigations follow. 
The American Nurses• Association in 19~6 conducted a study 
1 
relating to the employment opportunities for the older nurse. 
The study was country-wide; a questionnaire sent to the d1rec-
1tors of the Professional Counseling and Placement Services was 
"directed at finding the number and type of placements made by 
each counselor, classified according to the ages or the nurses 
placed. 11 The conclusions, in part, were that "while the gen-
eral pictur e of placements seems to show that opportunities are 
greater for placement of younger nurses, that is, for nurses 
under forty years of age, most of the counselors indicated that 
age \<rae not the deterent factor, 11 and 11 if a nurse is capable of 
doing her job well and keeps herself informed of advancements 
in nursing techniques and medical progress, she stands as good 
a chance at fifty as at twenty-five.M 
Another nation-wide questionnaire study on the older nurse 
was undertaken by the American Nurses' Association~ Profess1onal1 
2 Counseling and Placement Service, in 1952 to 11 disoover what 
problems were arising for so ... oalled 'older' nurses." The gen-
eral conclusion derived was that nurses should be able to find 
positions regardless of their chronological age so long as they 
111Placement Opportunities for the 1 0lder'Nurse, 11 The 
American Journal 2t Nursing~ ~7:152, March 19~7. ---
2The Older Nurse~ Report of a project on the older nurse, 
(New York: American Nurses• Association~ Professional Counsel-
ing & Placement Service, 195~), p. 5. 
-~~=-===-===========--=~- ----~=-=-
meet the qualifications for the position. Rhode Island does not 
have a Professional Counseling and Placement Service Within the 
state and was therefore not included in the study. 
In June and December of 1951 the American Nurses• Associa-
tion~ Professional Counseling and Placement Service, made a sur-
1 
vey of stat e nurses• associations, by means of the question-
naire~ of t he refresher courses offered throughout the country 
"to bring inactive nurses up to date and baok into nursing ser-
vice." Fifty-seven refresher courses were reported of which 
twenty-six required that the nurse accept employment in the hos-
pital in return for the instruction. Thirteen of the states 
participati ng stated that "superv1 sed on the job re-orientation" 
was provided in lieu of the refresher course. Nothing was men-
tioned of t he effectiveness of the program nor was mention made 
of the older nurse per se. However, a letter received from the 
American Nurses• Association, Professional Counseling and Place-
ment Service, on December g, 1954, relative to these courses 
stated that "there is evidence that continuing interest in re-
fresher courses exists particularly among nurses who have not 
been actively engaged in nursing for some t1me. 112 
The Michigan Public Health Service, Division of Nursing 
Resources, completed a study in 1953 of nursing needs and 
l"Refresher Courses, 11 The American Journal ~ Nursing, 
52:702~ June 1952. 
2L . etter to writers from the American Nurses' Association, 
Professional Counseling & Placement Serv~e, December g~ 1954. 
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resources in Michigan. In reference to the inactive nurses, 
the conclusion reached was that "the inactive nurse group could 
be considered only as a small potential resource.• It also in-
cluded a statement to the effect that among the inactive nurses 
who have been away for five or more years 11 the need for a re-
fresher eo urse • • • is great. 11 
Ourrently, the NewYork State Nurses' Association is en-
gaged in a survey "to determine the number and type of refresher 
courses now being offered for older or inactive nurses. 112 
Rhode Island. Through interviews with people in key posi-
tiona a survey was made to determine what resources were avail-
able for use in this study~ what research on nursing problems 
within the State of Rhode Island had already been done~ and what 
data was available which might be applied to this study or which 
might contribute to the delimitation of the problem. Although 
there had been no study relating specifically to the older 
nurse, surveys had been done pertinent to nursing needs in 1950 
and 1951. 
The 1950 study consisted of a survey to ascertain the num-
ber of nurses employed and the approximate number of nurses 
available as replacements in depleted hospitals due to military 
lror Better Nursing in Michigan, A Survey of Needs and Re-
sources, (Detroit: Cunningham Drug Company Foundation~ 195~), 
p. "110. 
~etter to writers rrom the New York State Nurses' Associa-
tion, November 4, 1954. 
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recruitments. 
The basis for the 1951 survey was to determine the number 
of inactive nurses Who might be available for nursing time in 
hospitals or public health agencies. 
In 1952 and again in the spring and fall of 1953 attempts 
were made to draw inactive nurses back into hospitals through 
refresher courses by giving interested inactive nurses an oppor-
tunity to become familiar With newer trends in patient care. 
They apparently achieved moderate success, and were of some 
value. 
J. Organization of the Study 
Chapter II contains the methodology for developing the 
study. 
Chapter III is a presentation of the data. 
Chapter IV contains the summary, conclusions, and recom-
mendations . 
, 
CHAPTER II 
METHODS OF STUDY 
A. Preliminary Interviews 
Interviews were held with the following: 
a. The director of the Board of Registration to determine 
the approximate number of inactive nurses and the method of reg-
! 1stration and tabulation of these nurses. The large number of 
inactive nurses discouraged an approac~ to the problem from this 
point! 
b. The director of Central Registry for Nurses to discuss 
the functions and tabulations of nurses under her direction, the 
method of assignment, and any discernable employment problems. 
c. The Industrial Nurse Consultant to discuss any pertinent 
results of the 1951 survey with which she had assisted, and to 
obtain a l i st of industrial nurse groups who would be available 
for this study. 
d. The Director of the Public Health Nursing Service of the 
Rhode Island Department of Health to discuss the problems under 
study and the willingness of the public health nurses to par-
ticipate in the study. 
e. The directors of nurses in several hospitals and the 
State Director of Nursing Education for discussion of the study 
and its purposes, and the feasibility of the research. 
~. The Supervisor of Nursing Homes (by telephone) for pos-
sibility of including nursing home staffs in the study. 
B. SeleotiVJt Sampling 
A personal interview with a director of a Professional 
Counseling and Placement Service presented an opportunity to 
discuss the American Nurses• Association's "Older Nurse" project 
with regard to problems, method of approach, and the general 
conclusions reached in the study. 
Brief questionnaires were sent to selected hospitals, 
nurses' associations~ and employment agencies throughout the 
country to determine the possibility of unpublished reports per-
tinent to this study~ and trends and opinions on the employment 
of older nurses. The above was done to assist in reflective 
thinking in setting up the problem. 
C. Preparation of the Questionnaire 
Parts of the questionnaire used to obtain the information 
compiled in this study were adapted from a previous older nurse 
project and nursing resource surveys, and were modified for use 
here. After its development the questionnaire was presented to 
a group of graduate nurse students for evaluation and appraisal~ 
following which considerable revision was necessary. To deter-
mine the explicitness and clarity of the questionnaire and the 
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length of t ime required for its completion~ the questionnaire1 
was submit t ed to a director of nurses. 
D. Collect i on of Data 
Questionnaires were sent to employers in the following 
. health agencies: 
a. Hospitals (including two school infirmaries) •• 25 
b. Public Health Centers · (including three 
school health departments) •••••••• ~ •• 1~ 
c. Nursing Homes • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 10 
d. Central Directory for Nurses • • • • • • • • • • 1 
e. Industrial Plants • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • 1~ 
Quest i onnaires were also sent to selected individuals in 
the followi ng categories: 
a. Nurses who returned to active nursing following a 
period of inactivity but who did not have a re-
fresher course. 
b. Inactive nurses who participated in a refresher 
course but did not return to active nursing. 
c. Nurses, once inactive, who returned to active nurs-
ing after taking a refresher course. 
Personal interviews were conducted to lend emphasis to the 
material obtained in the questionnaire. These were obtained 
with the following: 
a. Directors of selected health agencies. 
1For a copy of the questionnaire, see Appendix B, p. g5. 
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b. Older nurses, both active and inactive. 
Case study briete have been included to give impetus to 
data obtained. 
E. Tabulation ot Data 
The data were tabulated and prepared tor inclusion in 
Chapter III, Investigation and Findings. 
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CHAPTER III 
INVESTIGATION AND FINDINGS 
Thi s study is concerned with some of the factors which are 
related to the employment and effective utilization of the older 
nurse in Rhode Island health agencies. 
The questionnaire was the principal method used and was 
sent to 6~ employers and 23 individual nurses. The details are 
explained fully in Chapter II~ Methods of Study. 
A. Questionnaire Returns 
As can be s een in Table I, a total of 5g (90.6 per cent) 
out of 6~ employers responded. The highest number (100 per 
cent) of returns was received from the Central Directory and 
the industrial firms. There is only one Central Directory in 
Rhode Island. This a.gency concerns itself exclusively with pri-
vate d.uty nurses~ numbering 222 registered at the time of the 
study, with a median age between 45 and 55 years. Of all the 
questionnaires returned by the industrial nurse group, one was 
unanswered. The explanation given was that management felt 
11 that the questionnaire was not applicable to their situation," 
with no reason indicated. · A second questionnaire~ although 
answered, came from a plant later reported to have closed prior 
to complet i on of this study. This group totaled 27 nurses whose 
median age was in the 35 to ~5 year group. 
TABLE I 
Number and Per Cent of Questionnaires 
Sent to and Returned from Employers in 
Health Agencies in Rhode Island 
Agency Number Number Sent Returned 
Central Directory l 1 
Hospitals (including)2 
school infirmaries 25 22 
Public Health (including 3 
school health departments) 14 13 
Nursing Homes 10 g 
Industri al Firms l~ 14 
Total 6~ 5g 
B. Size of Agencies; Numbers of Nurses 
Per Cent 
Returned 
100.0 
gg.o 
92.9 
go.o 
100.0 
90.6 
The bed capacity of the 22 hospitals responding ranged from 
35 to 34oO , and had a total or 1595 registered professional 
l 
nurses whose median age was under 35 years. Of the 22 hospi-
tals, 6 had a bed oapacity of 100 or less and employed a total 
1Th1s age is comparable to the findings of the American 
Nurses• Association Older Nurse project where the median age of 
the professional nurses employed in hospitals was reported to 
be 33.9 years. 
of 1g6 nurses whose median age fell in the 35 to 45 year 
bracket; 10 hospitals had from 101 to 300 beds and employed a 
total of 941 nurses with a median age of under 35 years; the re-
maining 6 hospitals had over 300 beds and employed a total of 
46g nurses whose median age was under 35 years. 
The number of nurses employed in the public health agencies 
responding ranged from 4 to 34 in each agency, with a total of 
147 nurses whose median age was between 35 and 45 years. Of the 
13 questionnaires returned by these agencies one was unanswered. 
The g nursing homes responding reported bed capacities of 
12 to 66 for each home~ and employed a total of 30 nurses whose 
median age fell in the 35 to 45 age group. 
Another group of questionnaires1 was sent to 29 selected 
nurses~ 21 active and g inactive~ from which 23 responses, 15 
from active and g from inactive, were elicited. See Table II. 
TABLE II 
Number and Per Cent of Questionnaires 
Sent to and Received from Individual Nurses, 
Both Active and Inactive 
Nurse Number Number Per Cent Sent Returned Returned 
Active 21 15 71.4 
Inactive g g 100.0 
Total 29 23 79-3 
1For a copy of questionnaire, see Appendix B, pp. 95, 9B. 
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The ages of these nurses ranged from 36 to 66 years with a me-
dian age of ~g years. 
c. ~Groups within Agencies 
The study covered a grand total of 2021 active and g inac-
1 
tive professional registered nurses. As can be seen in Table 
III there is a decrease in the total number of nurses for each , 
succeeding age group, with over a 50 per cent decrease between 
the under 35 and the 35 to ~5 age groups, and over a 75 per cent 
6 6 decrease between the 55 to . 5 and the over 5 age groups. Note, 
however, that while each of the three middle groups represent a 
ten year period, the under 35 group includes nurses from the 
time of graduation up to the age of 35~ and the over 65 year 
group cover s an indefinite period. Although, in general~ there 
is also a decrease in the number of nurses employed within each 
agency in each succeeding age group, the Central Directory indi-
cates an opposite trend up to the age of 65 years. 
Table IV suggests that, although the total number of nurses 
is decreased, there is a definite shift in the type of employ-
ment with an advance in years, the change being more noticeable 
in the hospital and private duty groupe. This is illustrated 
in Figure 1 . Public Health depicts a rather small percentage of 
nurses in the under 35 age group~ but the percentage increases 
1According to Professional Flashes, February 1955 Rhode 
Island Stat e Nurses* Association ~ulletin, there were 49g5 
graduate nurses registered in Rhode Island in 195~. (This number 
includes both active and inactive registrants.) 
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-Age in 
Years 
Under 35 
135 - 1+5 
4-5 - 55 
55- 65 
Over 65 
Totals 
TABLE III 
NUMBER AND PER CENT DISTRIBUTION OF NURSES IN 
5g HEALTH AGENCIES ACCORDING TO AGE GROUPS 
----~----
- -- - -- - - ----- -- ------------- ~-- ---- ----- - ---~ ----
Hospitals Central Public Nursing Industrial 
No. 
959 
317 
216 
93 
10 
1595 
Directory Health Homes Health 
% No. % No. % No. % No. 
6o.l 2g 12.6 1+9 33-3 11 36. i I+ 
19.9 J+g 21.6 4-2 2g.6 12 4-o.c 13 
13.6 5g 26.1 32 2l.g I+ 13.~ 6 
s.g 63 2g.4 19 12.9 3 lO.C 4 
o.6 25 11.3 5 3.4 0 0 0 
~oo.o 222 100.0 147 100.0 30 lOO.C 27 
Source: Data Compiled from Questionnaires 
Returned by Employers 
% 
llj..g 
tts. 2 
22.2 
14-.g 
0 
100.0 
----
Totals 
No. % 
1051 52.0 
4-32 21.4 
316 15.E 
lg2 9.0 
4o 2.0 
2021 100.0 
N 
-..1 
Age in 
Years 
Under 35 
35 - 4-5 
4-5 - 55 
55- 65 
Over 65 
Totals 
TABLE IV 
NUMBER AND PER CENT DISTRIBUTION OF NURSES IN 
EACH AGE GROUP ACCORDING TO HEALTH AGENCY 
- --
------ ----- -- - --
Central Public Industrial Nursing 
Hospi tale Directory Health Homes I Health 
No. 
959 
317 
216 
93 
10 
1595 
% No. ' % % % No. No. No. 
91.2 2S 2.7 1+9 1+.7 11 1.0 4-
73 .1+ lj.g 11.1 1+2 9.7 12 2.S 13 
6S. 4- 5g lS.l+ 32 10.1 4- 1.3 6 
51.1 63 34-.6 19 10.4- 3 1.7 4-
2_5_. 0 25 62.5 5 12.~ 0 0 0 
79.0 222 11.0 14-7 7.2 30 1.5 27 
Source: Data Compiled from ~uestionnaires 
Returned by Employers 
% 
o.l+ 
3.0 
l.S 
2.2 
0 
1.3 
Totals 
No. % 
1051 100 
4-32 100 
316 100 
1S2 100 
4-o 100 
2021 100 
-
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after age 35 and remains fairly constant throughout the other 
years. In the group under study, no nurses were reported to be 
working in Industry or Nursing Homes above the age of 65 years. 
It was impossible to determine from the findings of this study, 
if nurses tended to leave one field in preference to another, or 
if they merely stayed on longer in certain areas of employment. 
D. Older Nurse Defined 
Since the study was centered on the older nurse, employers 
were queried as to the age at which they considered a nurse as 
"older." The ages given by 46 employers (79.3 per cent) ranged 
from 35 to over 65 years With a median age in the 50 years and 
1 
over group. See Figure 2. Of the remaining 12 employers 
(20.7 per cent), g (13.g per cent) gave no answer and 4 (6.9 
per cent) indicated that the number or years lived was not the 
determinative in classifying an individual as 11 older. 11 
In contrast to the lowest age indicated by employers in 
, Figure 2, Figure 3 shows that 14 out of the 23 individual nurses 
(Go.g per cent) designated an age range starting at 30 years as 
the age at which they considered a nurse to be 11 older. 11 Al-
· though the median for the ages given was between 45 to 50 years, 
ae many individual nurses gave 4o years and over as did 50 years 
1The American Nurses' Association reported in their Older 
Nurse project that employers of nurses tend to agree that 
nurses near 50 and over are considered 11 older. 11 Pp. 13 and 21. 
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l 
and over. The other 9 nurses (39.2 per cent) answered in ef-
fect that actual age in years was not the major consideration in 
categorizing a nurse as 0 older," an answer comparable to that of 
the 6.9 per cent employers. As one individual stated, "Chrono-
logically she may be 6o or 65, but in professional competence 
and outlook, much younger." 
E. Actual and Preferred ~ 
One of the sub-problems of the study was to see how the 
older nurse was utilized in health agencies. To derive this, 
each employer was requested to give the number of professional 
nurses on hie staff for each type of position, according to age 
groups. As a basis for comparison and to detect any discernable 
difference between the actual and preferred age for each type of 
position, the employer was also asked to specify the preferred 
ages for each position if selection on such a basis were possi-
ble. In the final analysis of the data obtained, only returns 
from hospitals were used as such positions in nursing homes~ in-
dustrial plants, and the Central ~D irectory were either very few 
in number or non-existent~ and in the public health group the 
preferred and actual ages given were approximately the same in 
~our out o~ six positions. In the other two public health posi-
tions, preference was for staff nurses under 35 years of age and 
for directors between 35 and 55 years. In the actual number 
1As previously indicated, the median for the nurses answer-
ing the questionnaire was ~g years of age. 
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employed by these public health agencies, over 50 per cent of 
the staff nurses and over 70 per cent of the directors were 
above the preferred ages given. 
The comparison of the actual age groups to the preferred 
age limite as given by 22 hospital employers is shown in Fi-
gure ~. A close view reveals that the greatest difference be-
tween the actual and preferred ages for any given position was 
1 in the instructor group. Whereas over 75 per cent of these 
individuals were under 35 years of age, only 6.7 per cent of the 
employers preferred them in this age group, with the highest 
number of employers (~0 per cent) preferring the 35 to ~5 age 
group, and almost an equal number (33.3 per cent) expressing 
preference for nurse instructors in the ~5 to 55 age group. The 
maximum age limit most commonly expressed for any position was 
55 years, and in no position did an employer specifically indi-
cate that any age over 65 years would be acceptable. 
Figures 5, 6, and 7 present a comparison of these actual 
and preferred age groups by individual position. The main 
points noted in these comparisons are presented in the following 
analysis. 
On the staff nurse level~ about two-thirds of the nurses 
actually employed (65 per cent) were under 35 years of age, 
while only about one-third of the emplqyers (36.3 per cent) ex-
1
some employers note that a few of the instructors and su-
pervisors carry dual positions. 
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pressed a preference for staff nurses under 35. However, about 
one-fourth or the employers (27.3 per cent) stated they were 
willing to aocept them up to 45 years of age. The median pre-
ferred age was under 35 years. Note also that over lg per cent 
of employers expressed no age preference, indicating that an ad-
ditional undertermined number may be included in one or any of 
the age groups. See Figure 5. 
Over 50 per oent of the total number of head nurses re-
ported were under 35 years old, yet only 25 per cent of employ-
ers preferred them in this age group. The largest number or em-
ployers (35 per cent) expressed a preference for these nurses to 
be in the 35 to 45 age group. 
Data in Figure 6 indioates that employers generally prefer 
supervisors between 35 and 45 years of age, although 27.7 per 
cent Will accept them up to 55 years of age. Of the actual num-
ber employed~ approximately as many (33.6 per cent) were under 
35 years as were in the 35 to 45 age group (36. 6 per cent). 
Figure 7 gives evidence that the highest number of nurses 
employed as directors (39.5 per cent) were between 45 and 55 
years of age, with more than two-thirds of the employers ex-
pressing preference for this same age level. 
In the position of consultant, although less than one-third 
of the employers gave any age as acceptable~ over two-thirds ex-
pressed a preference of ages in relative proportion to the 
actual ages of those employed. 
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F. ~~~Factor in Emploiment 
As a matter of interest, employers were asked to check if 
the age of the nurse was 11 never, 11 11 sometimes, 11 or 11 always 11 con-
sidered when employing nursing personnel. Of the 45 employers 
from all agencies answering this question7 only 6 indicated that 
the applicant's age was never considered. That the age was con-
sidered 11 sometimes 11 was checked by 23, while · l6 employers stated 
"always. 0 The only reasons given for the latter answere were 
that age was considered only as related to agency policy, pre-
vious professional inactivity, type of position, experience and 
health of individual. Three employers indicated that they pre-
ferred older nurses because of maturity. 
G. Maximum ~ for Employment 
In answer to a question pertinent to maximum age limits, 10 
employers out of the 45 answering this question indicated that 
the agency had a maximum age limit above which they could not 
employ nursing personnel. The maximum ages given by most em-
ployers were over 65 years; however~ two employers gave the 
maximum ages as ~ and 47 years, stating that this was a govern-
ment regulation. The fact that some agencies had a retirement 
plan of some kind for their nurse employees may partially ex-
plain other policies in regard to maximum age limits. Table V 
gives a summary of the data discussed in this paragraph. 
TABLE V 
TYPE OF AGENCY AND NUMBER SPONSORING 
RETIREMENT PLANS OR HAVING MAXIMUM AGE 
LIMITS FOR EMPLOYING NURSING PERSONNEL 
Retirement Plan 
Agency 
Maximum Age Limit 
Yes No Yes No 
Hospitals g 13 3 19 
Nursing 
1 4 1 5 Homes 
Public 
9 3 Health 3 9 
Industry 5 2 3 2 
Totals 23 22 10 35 
Source: Data Compiled from Questionnaires 
Returned by Employers 
H. Vacancies 
As a means of establishing any correlation between vacan-
cies existing in agencies and the preferred or maximum ages for 
the various positions, all employers contacted were asked to 
list their vacancies for each position. As there were very few 
vacancies in the other agencies, only data from hospitals were 
used. From Figure g it can be noted that 226 of the 259 vacan-
cies were f or staff nurses. According to Figure ~, 36.3 per 
cent of hospital employers preferred staff nurses under 35 years 
of age. The remaining thirty-three of the vacancies were for 
positions above the staff nurse level. In such positions, em-
ployers had expressed preference for nurses above the age of 35. 
I. Differentials in Salary 
With reference to differentials in salary due solely to the 
age factor, only 2 employers out of ~5 answering the question 
stated that such was the case, indicating that this situation 
was not an issue among employers and employees. However, no em-
ployer specified whether the differential was a higher or lower 
amount. Since no reason was given in either of the oases men-
tioned here, it was impossible to determine the basis for such 
discrimination. 
J. Hours of Work 
An attempt was made to determine if there was any differ-
ence in the number of hours worked by nurses in each age group. 
FIGURE g 
NUMBER OF VACANCIES IN 22 HOSPITALS 
ACCORDING TO POSITIONS 
tors 
6 
Instructors 9 
14 
Total 
Vaoanoies 259 Staff Nurses 226 
Source: Data Compiled from Questionnaires 
Returned by Employers 
As can be noted in Table VI, the part time nurses comprised less 
than one-third of the total number of nurses employed in the 22 
hospitals reporting. The relative proportion of nurses working 
full time to those working part time remains approximately the 
same irrespective of the age or size of group. See Figure 9. 
Only data from hospitals were used because there were no part 
time nurses listed for Central Directory, and the number listed 
for the other three agencies was negligible. 
In comparison to younger nurses, the returns showed that 
older nurses in all agencies were found to be assigned to relief 
and night duty as frequently, but they were apt to request spe-
cial hours and be absent less frequently. 
K. Attitudes of Employers 
One of the purposes of the study was to determine to what 
extent the attitude of the employer affects the employment of 
the older nurse. In an endeavor to realize this purpose, em-
ployers were asked to give their opinion of the older nurse wtth 
respect to the following areas: physical capacity~ inter-
personal relationships, as a member of the nursing service team, 
personality traits, and physical and emotional health. 
Physical Capacity. In the area of physical capacity, Fi-
gure 10 signifies that, in general, the employers questioned 
rated the older nurse as average in energy, strength, and endur-
ance. The number of employers rating her as below average, par-
ticularly in reference to energy, represented only a small per 
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TABLE VI 
DISTRIBUTION OF NURSES BY NUMBER AND PER CENT 
IN EACH AGE GROUP WORKING FULL TIME AND PART Til•1E 
IN 22 HOSPITALS 
Age in Full Time Part Time Totals 
Years No. % No. % No. 
Under 35 673 70.2 2g6 29.g 959 
35 - 45 193 6o. 9 124 39.1 317 
45 - 55 144 66.7 72 33-3 216 
55 - 65 70 75.3 23 24.7 93 
Over 65 7 70.0 3 30.0 10 
Totals 10g7 6g.o 50g 32.0 1595 
Source: Data Compiled from Questionnaires 
Returned by Employers 
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cent ot the total group. Note, also., the per cent who -indicated 
the older nurse as excellent in all areas and the relatively 
high per cent who expressed no opinion. Table VII represents 
the actual number of employers who rated the older nurses in 
each of these categories. 
TABLE VII 
Physical Capacity of Older Nurses as Rated 
by Employers in 5~ Health Agencies 
Category Below Avera'e ~gf;! ~~g~l- Total No. Avera'e (No. (No. (No.) (No.) Employers 
Energy 2 24 11 7 44 
Strength g 19 g 6 41 
Endurance 5 22 13 6 46 
Nursi~~ Group Member. It is essential for any nurse to be 
able to ·function effectively as a member of the nursing group. 
Figure ll points out that most of the employers answering this 
questioJn.1 rated the older nurse as average or better in 5 out of 
g categories: attention to direction, willingness to learn new 
techniques~ length of time to learn new techn1ques, 2 nursing 
1Sinoe a small per cent of employers did not rate the nurse 
in every category, the totals for each was used to obtain the 
percentages for Figures 11~ 12, and 13. 
2In contrast to the American Nurses' Association Older 
Nurse project. where 29 per cent of hospital employers were re-
ported rating the nurse as below averag~ in this area. 
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skills, and enjoyment or work. In no agency did an employer 
rate the older nurse as below average in nursing , skills. Al-
though over 75 per cent rated them as average in comprehension 
of direction and 61.~ per cent as average in willingness to ac-
cept constructive criticism~ 22 per cent of the employers indi-
cated that they were below average in both areas. If the older 
nurse did not or could not avail herself of refresher courses, 
the fact that about 24- per cent or the employers rated her as 
below average in knowledge of new developments in treatments 
would be understandable. It is interesting to note that only 
6.g per cent of employers felt that the older nurse did not al-
ways enjoy her work. 
Personality. Behavior traits are difficult to appraise and 
require careful consideration of a multitude of factors. A sum-
mary of the personality ratings accorded the older nurse by em-
ployers in the 5g health agencies is shown in Figure 12. Note 
that all the employers who rated the nurse described her as 
average or better in all traits~ particularly in cheerfulness, 
cooperativeness~ temperament, and reliability. In these same 
areas, no employer rated her as below average. Although more 
than 71 per cent rated the older nurse as average in adapt-
ability~ approximately the same per cent considered her as being 
above average in this area as did below. It might be interest-
ing to note that in two other categories, courtesy and stability, 
the above average ratings were high. 
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Relationships. As a member of a team, the nurse spends up 
to eight hours a day in close contact with a miscellaneous group 
of people. Interest in and the ability to get along with peo-
ple, particularly her co-workers s,nd patients, is an important 
facet in maintaining a sound working relationship and 11 in get-
ting the work done." A look at Figure 13 shows that the employ-
ers consider the older nurse as having a better than average re-
lationship with all the groups of people listed. The per cent 
of employers who indicated poor relationships was relatively 
small, ranging from 2.4 per cent to 14.3 per cent of all employ-
ers answering, the highest percentage concerning the older 
nurse's relationship with younger workers. 
Health. and Emotions. Health and emotional problems evi-
dently were not a disturbing issue between the older nurse and 
her employment~ according to most employers. See Table VIII. 
TABLE VIII 
Health and Emotional Problems as Rated 
by Number Distribution of Employers 
in 5g Health Agencies 
~_swering 
Problems Answering 11 Yes 11 
Ansl'lering 
II Non 
11 Don'1i Know' 
Health 6 33 g 
Emotional 3 39 6 
Totals 
47 
4g 
52 
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One employer, who had a large number of nurses under her direc-
tion, stated during an interview that she seldom had close 
enough cont act with her nurses to feel justified in answering 
either question. Only a few of those who did answer the ques-
tion offered any explanation. A few of the comments made were 
as follows : 
"Have f ound that the older nurse observes good health 
rules [and] geta sufficient rest. 11 
"Hearing and sight are often impaired--plus a poor 
memory." 
11 In my experience, an older nurse presents no particu-
lar [health or emotional] problem. Have had older 
nurses who were not employable because of inability 
to concentrate or remember." 
11 She is more able to cope with emotional problems.u 
L. Refresher Courses and the Older Nurse 
Refresher courses are one method of helping nurses in gen-
eral to meet the demands of modern nursing and of progressive 
medicine~ and to become more proficient in their care of the 
patients. This is particularly true with inactive nurses. 
Table IX is a summary of the information received from employ-
ers in answer to a question on refresher courses. Although 
there was general agreement among the employers that refresher 
courses have helped to make the older nurses more effective, 
TABLE IX 
NUMBER OF EMPLOYERS IN HEALTH AGENCIES WHO WERE 
OFFERING OR WERE WILLING TO PARTICIPATE IN A 
PROGRAM OF REFRESHER COURSES 
Willing to 
Refresher Courses Participate in 
Employer Offered Refresher Program 
In 
Yes No Past Yes No 
Hospitals 1 15 7 13 4 
Public 0 10 0 7 4 Health 
Nursing Homes 0 6 1 l 3 
Industry 1 5 0 1 1 
-
Totals 2 36 g 22 12 
- - -· 
TABLE X 
NUMBER DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYERS WHO FELT THAT 
REFRESHER COURSES HAVE HELPED THE OLDER NURSE 
-· 
Refresher Courses Have 
Employer Helped the Older Nurse 
Yes No Maybe 
-
Hospitals 16 0 1 
~' Public 7 1 4 Health 
Nursing 
Homes . 3 0 3 
Industry 6 0 0 
Totals 32 1 g 
Source: Data Compiled from Questionnaires 
Returned by Employers 
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see Table X, only 2 out of the 46 employers answering indicated 
that the agency is now offering such a course, and only g indi-
cated that the agency had offered them in the past. However, 
over half of the employers answering the question stated that 
they would be willing to participate in a refresher program if 
one were offered. As a total group, the most common reasons for 
not offering or for discontinuing the course were lack of fa-
cilities (personnel, plaoe) and that such courses were given by 
other nursing organizations. Table XI is a list of the reasons 
for discontinuing or not offering refresher courses by institu-
tion. 
TABLE XI 
Reasons for Discontinuing or Not Offering 
Refresher Courses by Institution According 
to Number Distribution of 41 Employers 
Reason Hospitals Public Industry Nursing Health Homes 
Lack of Facilities 11 1 1 2 
Offered by Other 7 3 2 1 Organization 
Adequate Staffing 1 3 2 2 
Nurses not 1 1 0 0 Interested 
Too Expensive 0 0 0 0 
Other (Ineservice, 
Orientation) 0 0 0 3 
Totals 20 g 5 g 
Total 
15 
13 
g 
2 
0 
3 
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Some of the comments proffered by employers as to the way 
in which refresher courses have helped the older nurse are as 
follows: 
11 It has brought them up to date with techniques, pro-
ceedures, medications and treatments, and has given 
them a more secure feeling. 11 
11 0ne [nurse] who had individual instruction after be-
ing inactive for 27 years is now doing adequately. 11 
11 It has helped her give better nursing care~ has 
brought team nursing to her attention and she has 
become a part of it. 11 
11 Probably [refresher courses have helped_] but (there 
is] no evidence since only one applied for work. 11 
11 We in the older group realize freely the need for 
refresher courses, especially in public health where 
we are not in contact with the hospital. 11 
"Refresher courses help any age group and especially 
reactivated nurses." 
Of those employers willing to participate in a program of 
refresher courses, 15 indicated that the State Nurses' Associa-
tion or National League for Nursing should finance them, 12 the 
individual , 12 the hospital, and 3 the alumnae association. 
Under 11 other, 11 3 indicated "combined contributions." 
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With very few exceptions, no agency specifically indicated 
what provisions they had for helping to bring up to date the 
older inactive nurse returning to active nursing. Some of the 
general provisions indica.ted by employers were: in-service edu-
cation, orientation~ supervision, and individual instructlon. 
Two of the more significant comments were: 
11 During the summer months, .the nurse works at the hos-
pital for at least 6 weeks as float. This serves as 
a refresher course." 
"Company pays for and supplies publications, pays at-
tendance at symposia. II 
• • • 
M. Nursing Shortage and the Older Nurse 
As one way of determining if older nurses had helped to re-
lieve the nursing shortage~ employers in all agencies were asked 
if sny attempt · had been made to draw inactive nurses back into 
the nursing field. Of the 36 employers answering, 15 indicated 
that they had made an effort to draw these nurses back. Of 32 
employers answering another question, only g said they would be 
interested in participating in a recruitment program, with 1~ 
indicating 11 maybe. 11 See Table XII. 
1 OtiS: 
Some of the comments made by these employers were as fol-
"It I knew we had a group of inactive nurses able to 
work the hours and days needed to ease the situation--
otherwise hesitate in expending the time. 11 
11 Will1ng to try again." 
"Want some assure.nce that the time spent on project 
would not be wasted." 
"Think most inactive nurses have been approached in re-
gard to full or part time work in Rhode Island. 11 
Most employers noted that the methods used for recruiting 
inactive nurses had achieved only fair to moderate success. The 
methods lis ted were: personal contacts, alumnae appeal, news-
paper a.dvertisements, and refresher courses. 
TABLE XII 
Number of Employers in Health Agencies 
Who Have or Are Willing to Participate in 
Recruiting Inactive Nurses 
Have Recruited Would Participate 
Nur.se s in Pe.st in Recruiting Agency Yes No Yes No Maybe 
Hospitals 11 11 7 2 g 
Public Hee.lth 4 7 0 5 2 
Nursing Homes 0 0 1 1 3 
Industry 0 3 0 2 1 
Totals 15 21 g 10 14 
N. Years Inactive ~ Consistently Active 
Analysis of the data obtained from employers relative to 
the number of nurses who had been consistently active or who had 
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been inactive less than or more than five years revealed a dis-
crepancy o1: more than 200 nurses as compared to the grand total 
actually l i sted as employed, or the totals for each age group 
and position. Since the data were not reliable, no tabula-
tion was made. However, an interesting aspect noted was that of 
142 Central Directory nurses between 35 and 65 years of age, 25 
had been inactive for five or more years prior to reemployment; 
the same was true for 4 out of 17 nurses in nursing homes and 51 
out of 476 listed for hospitals. Public health and industry had 
relatively few nurses under this classification. 
o. Case Briefs 
Information from individual questionnaires and directed in-
terviews has been used to supplement the findings. A review of 
the data obtained by these methods brought out the following: 
All individual nurses agreed that they had never been re-
1 fused employment in a nursing capacity solely because of age. 
Thirteen of the 23 contacted had availed themselves of re-
fresher courses and all agreed that they were of good content 
and helpful. 
All seven nurses available for interview felt that some 
type of counseling and placement service would be desirable in 
Rhode Island 11 for counseling the older nurse and fitting the 
nurse to the job. 11 
1 As indicated on p. 26, the ages of these nurses ranged 
from 36 to 66. 
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Periods of inactivity for 15 nurses who returned to active 
nurs ing ranged from 7 to 29 years. The reasons given for re-
turning to nursing included: appeal and request of hospital, 
financial need, spare time, and love of nursing. 
The following briefs have been included to provide an in-
sight into the thinking of some individuals on the problems of 
the older nurse. 
A 47 year old widow~ inactive for 15 years, returned 
to nursing as a part time staff nurse because of finan-
cial need. She had taken a refresher course and felt 
that, al though the class was too large tor individual 
practice, she had benefited by it. She believed that one 
method of bringing currently inactive nurses back into the 
profess i on would be to allow older nurses to work part 
time. 11 ••• Many would like to engage again in nursing 
but at middle age it is difficult to maintain a home and 
work ful l time. Two older nurses willing to do four hours 
each can make up an eight hour schedule--equal, if not 
better than one young one." 
A 60 year old part time staff nurse, inactive for 12 
years, returned to nursing voluntarily because of 11 love 
for work" and 11 spare time. 11 She considers a nurse older 
· at 4o. She has never had a refresher course but would 
have liked one prior to returning to work. 
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A 5~ year old nurse had been away from active nursing 
for 19 years and, at request of the hospital~ returned as 
an instructor--supervisor of non-professional personnel. 
She recommends 11part time work [with] not too much ward 
responsibility" for the older nurse. 
Another active nurse, ~g years of age, returned to 
the nursing field as a part time staff nurse after 12 
years inactivity. Although she applied in answer to a 
newspaper advertisement, her reasons were primarily finan-
cial. She had taken a refresher course some time ago but 
felt she was in need of more current knowledge. 11 I wish 
now that I had over~uled my husband's objections to part 
time work while he was living. If I had even worked 2 
hours a day~ and it could have been easily spared, then 
the transition and re-adjustment would have been simpler 
now." 
A ~3 year old nurse returned to active nursing after 
a 15 year retirement period because of the local hospi-
tal's appeal for help. Although she had been "free to re-
turn two years before" she had 11 felt inadequate." Her 
comments continue: "During the years that I was inactive, 
the administration of medications intermuscularly had be-
come common practice. I found myself suddenly faced with 
giving medications 1IM'--and I can still remember the 
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effort of giving my' first medication without letting the 
patient know that I was trembling from head to toe!! The 
very names of even the more common medications were un-
known, and my time to acquire even a smattering of knowl-
edge eo limited that I discovered the circulars which are 
enclosed with many medications, and asked the hospital 
pharmac i st to eave the ones in most common use--I managed 
to study at least three of these pamphlets each night--
and soon had a fair knowledge of the more commonly--
used medications. I feel an older nurse approaches prob-
lems more timidly at first return--realizing fully her 
own inadequacies-- and the possible consequences!! 
If the Hospital emergency (mentioned previously) had 
not happened-- ! doubt that I trould have had the courage--
even after taking brief Red Cross refresher course, to of-
fer my se~vices for salary--A friendly working atmosphere, 
and a sense of being needed--helped immeasurably." 
A 66 year old nurse, inactive for less than 2 years, 
stated that she had never been refused employment because 
of age but does believe "that after 45 or 50 the choice of 
positions narrows down even though applicants enjoy good 
health. " Methods suggested for bringing inactive nurses 
back into the field of nursing were "Refresher courses 
planned with practice periods similar to those for pre-
clinical period. Older nurses are embarrassed in the ward 
-- - - -=- -=----
situation to seek information from students and other per-
sons. They need time to gain confidence." 
A ~· 6 year old nurse was~ prior to her retirement over 
5 years ago, a hospital supervisor. She is inactive due 
to 11 full time family obligations" and 11 adequate income." 
Although she has taken a refresher course, she feels that 
she would need further ones prior to returning to active 
nursing. She doesn't feel that a nurse is old at any par-
ticular age and that "Any nurse regardless of age who is 
mentally alert, physically fit and Willing to keep up with 
new proceedures is a valuable asset to the nursing profes-
sion. 11 
Another 40 year old nurse, who was a head nurse prior 
to her retirement over 5 years ago, is unable to work be-
cause of family obligations. She states that she would 
consider an older nurse "perhaps from 40 years on though 
she doesn't ever have to be an 'older nurse' if physically 
capable and will keep up on all the latest nursing proce-
dures. 11 
A 43 year old former nurse working in another field 
because of more suitable hours of work and better finan-
cial security commented that the older nurse~ because of 
her -knowledge of medical terminology and insight into con-
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ditions could be effectively utilized in such an area as 
the admitting office. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
I. SUMMARY 
This study was undertaken for the purpose of determining 
the status of the older nurse in health agencies in Rhode Island, 
and was based on information received from employers of the 
older nurse, the older nurses themselves, and nursing organiza-
tions within the state. The results can be expected to be accu-
rate only to the extent to which persons answering the ques-
tionnaire were sincere and conscientious in replying. 
The sub-problems considered were: 
1. Does the employment of the older nurse create a 
problem? 
2. How is the older nurse utilized in health agencies? 
3. Has the older nurse proven to be a resource in help-
ing to meet the nursing shortage? 
~. What has been done to draw the inactive nurse back 
into nursing service? 
The methods used in developing the study were as follows: 
1. Pertinent literature was reviewed to determine the 
extent or previous studies. 
2. Questionnaires were sent to selected nursing person-
nel throughout the country to obtain opinions and 
information on current trends on the employment of 
older nurses. 
3. Interviews were held with people in key positions 
within the State of Rhode Island to determine re-
sources available for use in this study. 
~. Questionnaires were sent to sixty-four employers and 
twenty-three selected individual nurses in the state. 
5. Personal interviews were held to gather material to 
lend emphasis to the data obtained from the question-
naire. 
6. Data obtained from the questionnaires we~ tabulated 
and analyzed. The data w~presented in graphic and 
tabular forms whenever possible to facilitate inter-
pretation. 
Although the total number of nurses was much greater for 
the hospitals than for the other agencies, the attitudes of the 
employers and the trends in the employment of the older nurse 
were generally the same for all agencies. 
While there was a marked decrease in the total number of 
active nurses with advance in years, there was no noticeable 
change in the public .health agency in the actual per cent or 
nurses employed in each age group; however~ there was an appre-
ciable increase in the per cent employed in Central Directory 
within eaoh age group. The proportion or nurses employed part 
time as compared to full time is approximately the same for each 
age group. 
Both employers and individuals agreed there was no specific 
chronological age at which a nurse can be considered older. Al-
though most employers indicated that age t'las either "sometimes 11 
or "always" considered when employing nursing personnel~ it was 
not a major issue since selection was done primarily on an indi-
vidual basis. Of the few employers who stated that the agency 
had a maximum age limit above which nursing personnel could not 
be hired, the most common maximum age given was sixty-five and 
over. The fact that some agencies had some type of retirement 
plan for t heir nurse employees may have been one reason for hav-
ing a maximum age limit. 
As a whole~ the attitudes of the employers towards the 
older nurse were very favorable. The express.ed preferred maxi-
mum age for thA positions of head nurse, supervisor, instructor, 
and director appeared to be about fifty-five yeans~ with a 
forty-five year maximum for general duty nurses and up to sixty-
five years for consultants. 
Aocording to most employers, the older nurse was an accept-
able member of the nursing staff. She seldom presented any emo-
tional or health problems and was abaen~. or requested special 
hours less frequently than younger nurses. She was considered 
as being average in physical capacity, and as average or better 
in personality traits, interpersonal relationships, and in her 
performance of nursing functions. The highest per cent of dis-
senting opi nions was in regard to the older nurse's relationship 
with the younger worker, in her ability to comprehend direc-
tions, her willingness to learn new techniques and accept con-
structive criticism, and her knowledge of new developments. 
That the ol der nurse lacks knowledge of new developments would 
be comprehensible if she had had no opportunity to keep abreast 
of nursing progress. 
The older nurses have helped to relieve the nursing short-
age to some extent. This was indicated by a few employers who 
stated that recruiting efforts to draw inactive nurses back into 
active nursing had been fairly to moderately successful. A few 
employers also indicated that they would be willing to partici-
pate in furthe.r recruitment efforts. 
Understandingly enough, most of the employers agreed that 
refresher courses were helpful, to some degree, in helping the 
older nurse adjust to advances in patient care; but, for various 
reasons, very few agencies offered such courses although some 
did indicat e that modified programs were available. 
A large number of vacancies existed on the staff nurse 
level in hospitals but, due probably to the nursing shortage, 
there was no discernable correlation between the vacancies and 
the age factor. 
II. CONCLUSIONS 
The purposes of the study were: 
1. To determine how the attitude of the employer affects 
employment or reemployment of the older nurse. 
2. To determine whether or not the older nurse is an 
asset in helping to meet the health needs of the 
community. 
3. To determine to what extent the employment of the 
older nurse presents a problem to the health agency, 
to the patient~ and to herself. 
4. To determine what health agencies are doing to help 
the older nurse meet the demands of modern nursing. 
5. To determine what attempts have been made to draw 
inactive nurses back into nursing. 
6. To see it nursing organizations can be assisted in 
maintaining an active interest in the older nurse 
by focusing attention on her. 
7. To see whether or not the data collected compares 
with similar data found in the 11 0lder Nurse Project 11 
of the American Nurses• Association. 
On the basis of the findings in Chapter III~ the following 
conclusions may be drawn: 
1. The actual chronological age at which a person is 
considered an 11 older nurse 11 differs widely. This 
may~ry with type of work~ needs for nurses in a 
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particular field~ age of person answering question-
naire, individual nurse's experience, adaptability, 
open-mindedness, enthusiasm~ physical stamina, and 
emotional stability. 
2. Health agencies need the services of the older nurse, 
and the older nurse often must or would like to work. 
3. The general feeling among employers relative to 
quality and performance on the job was that what the 
older nurse lacked in the way of speed in mastering 
newer techniques and skills was compensated for by 
her maturity~ dependability, thoroughness, loyalty 
to the organization and the patient~ and stability. 
4. There is a continuing interest in refresher courses 
among the nurses actively engaged in nursin~and em-
ployers are aware of the need for such courses or 
substitute courses. 
5. Some of the reasons given for not employing older 
nurses follow the pattern of current employment 
trends which are often based on prejudice rather than 
fact. Thus, it should be possible, through educa-
tion, to remove some of the age restrictions on em-
ployment. 
6. Many older nurses do not want to accept responsi-
bility of head nurse or supervisory positions al-
though employers often prefer an older person in 
such a position. 
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made: 
7. The older nurse apparently is no problem to herself, 
the health agency,~or to the patient providing she 
has kept herself informed of medical and nursing 
progress. 
g. The nurse who intends to make nursing a career should 
follow a planned program of education so that she may 
be prepared to function efficiently in a position 
equal to her experience and maturity. 
III. RECOMMENDATIONS 
Based on the findings, the following recommendations are 
1. That each nurse be given individual consideration 
and that her personal and professional qualifica-
tions be appraised in terms of job requirements. 
2. That a complete analysis of all jobs be made in view 
of the reorganization of nurses' jobs in order to 
absorb the abilities of the older nurse. 
3. That well-qualified retired nurses be used as re-
source persons within their own field. 
4. That attention be given to provision of facilities 
and services such as care of dependents (pre-school 
children), transportation (to and from the hospital 
when working late hours), and essential services 
(eating facilities, looker rooms, laundry services) 
to facilitate utilization of all types of nursing 
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personnel and prevent conditione conducive to higher 
rates of turnover, absenteeism, and the like. 
5. That a strong staff education program be developed 
to maintain sound interpersonal relationships be-
tween members of professional and allied groups. 
6. That a refresher course be made a requirement for 
all nurses who have been inactive over a specified 
period of time. 
7. That a flexible retirement age scale based on indi-
vidual ability be established. 
g. That sustained recruitment efforts with wider pub-
licity be assumed as a special project of alumnae 
associations. Publicity such as favorable interest-
ing items (stories based on real incidents) in news 
columns often are of more value than classified 
newspaper advertisements. 
9. That the goal should be--employment spread over the 
entire age range to utilize capacities of every 
nurse willing and able to work. 
IV. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
1. A study of present in-service education programs to de-
termine whether or not they are meeting the needs of 
the individual. 
2. An investigation of agencies experiencing no nursing 
shortage for study of policies which are influential 
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in attracting nurses to such fields. 
3. A study of types of retirement plans in various health 
agencies with the possibility of instituting similar 
plane in areas having none. 
~. A further study of the need for a guidance and counsel-
ing service to assist nurses With special problems 
arising from employment and to overcome the barriers of 
job discrimination on account of age. 
5. A follow-up study of the inactive registered and non-
registered nurses to determine the reasons for such 
status. 
6. A study of the attitudes of younger nurses (staff 
nurses, head nurses, supervisors) towards older nurses. 
7. A study of sources of satisfaction and dissatisfaction 
of older and former inactive nurses who are now em-
ployed. 
g• An evaluation of the number and type of nursing courses 
for graduate nurses being offered by loce~ universi-
ties. 
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LETTER TO EMPLOYERS 
Butler Hoapi . 
Providence 6, Rhode IslaDd 
Dear 
On the bneie ot recent diecwssions on the emploJability ot the eo-called 
•older !llrse,n we aa graduate students in the School ot Nursing of Boston Un1• 
versi v 1 are conducting a etudJ' ot the older mrse in Rhode Islazxl. 'l'b1e etate 
baa been selected ae the stuq area since 1 t baa no Pl ce~~ent aad toUDBel.ing 
Service of 1 tr3 own am no previous study or this kind has been made here. The 
atud7 will attempt to determine 1n wh t areas the older DUI'Se 1a empl0)'8dJ wh re 
she b&Gt function&J what, 1! BDTt problezu her emplo)'!llent preseDteJ 8l¥i what 1B 
being done to help her keep up v1 th the modern trems in rmreing tio tbat she 7 
function more efficient'!¥ o 
In View of tbis, a quest1ouna1re is enelosed with tho hop that you wUl 
!Ul it out aa ccmpletel1' u possible and rebl:rn it to us b7 
A sel.t•addr eel enYelope. is enclosed tor your conYen1ence. 
It has been eet1mat6d. that questions 2 and 3 will be the st time conaumi.Dga 
howenr, it should be possible to c0111plete the remainder of tbe questiona in a 
relativeq abort. timeo Additional cc:raente and suggestiona will be moat welccm • 
Your cooperation w1U be greatq appreciated aa a meanlDgtul oonclua1on can 
be reached onq w1 th max1mum part1o1pation. A study of th1a tn>• should prove 
helpful to both i.rwli v1clual DUI'aea and employers. A 8Ul'IIIAI7 ot tbe oanoluei 
will be sent to )"OU ·if d BU8do 
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into the nursing field? Yea No 
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would you like a 8Z7 of coDClws1oDaa tee lfo -------
- It is not nee aa:q to a1gn na11e or identity organization aa queat1oml81r 
coded 1n order to tabula returneo All replies vUl be kept aDDDJIIOWI• 
h&Ye been 
Date---------------
B. 
FOLLOW-uP LETTER TO EMPLOYERS 
Dear 
305 Blacka~.:.one Boule ,.~,:"d. 
Providence 6. Rhod Isl 
Febi'uary 19 • l9SS 
Since we have not received a reply to the quest1oDD&lre on the 
employabUity ot the ao-called "older nuraen which wao sent to 70U 
on January 2Sth, we worxier 1t it has been misplaced. 
For your convenience another copy is encloBedo Woulci you be 
willing to complete it and return it to us bJ March l, 1955. 
If you have any questions relativ~ to the merits ot the etudJ 
or the infomation requested, we would be glad to tallc ld.t.h you about 
ito In the event that you are unldlling to 1.'111 out the questionnaire, 
would you so write across tbe questionnaire and return it to ua. 
We realize that you are a very rosy person; how ver, your cooperation 
will be greatly appreciated u a meaningf'ul. conclusion can be reached only 
with maximum participation. 
V . . . 
··r.-J 
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B. 
QU.l!:S'I'IONNAIR.E TO CENTRAL DIRECTORY FOR NURSES 
Directions: 
For the purposes of this study ltve are using the follm'iing defi nition of 
11 older nurse 11 : 
An older nurse is an adult who meets with resistance to employment, con-
tinued emplo3~ent or re-empl oyment , solely because of age. 
In answering questionnaire, please try to keep in mind older nur ses who are 
or have been registered with you, rather than older nurses in general. 
1. Total number of nurses listed - ---- --------
2. How many nurses fall into the following employment categories: 
91 
Age Group Consistently active Reactivated follm·ling period of inactivity 
Less than 5 years 5 or more years 
Under 35 
35 - 45 
45 - 55 
55 - 65 
Over 65 
3. Generally, about how old would a nurse have to be before you would consider 
her an "older nurse 11 ? 
-------------------------
4. Does t he ol der nurse present any special health problems? 
Yes No Don 1 t knov.J 
------Please explain: 
5. Does the older nurse present any special emotional problems ? 
Yes No Don 1t knm-v 
- -----Please explain: 
6. Have you ever had difficulty pl acing a private duty nurse solely because of age? 
Yes No 
-------
If yes, please explain: ------------- -------------------- ---------
7. In comparison with younger nurses, do older nurses: 
Less As 
Frequently Frequently 
a. Work night duty 
b . 'V-Jork relief duty 
c. Request special hours 
More 
Frequently 
8 . In comparison with younger nurses, do older nurses request to work only in 
their immedi ate area (own community ). 
Less Frequently As Frequently More Frequently 
2. 
9. Would you please check the term which you believe best describes your older 
nurses' physical capacity. 
Below average Average Very good Excellent 
Energy 
Strength (Lifting 
and carryjng) 
Endurance (Full 
work load ) 
10. How would you rate your older nurses as a group with regard to the following: 
Willingness to learn new techniques 
vvillingnes~; to accept constructive 
criticism 
Nursing skills 
Enjoyment of vmrk 
Below average Average Above average 
11. Please check in t he appropriate column the term which you feel best describes 
the follovr.Lng characteristics as they are exhibited by older nurses : 
Adaptability 
Cheerfulne~;s 
Confidence 
Cooperativeness 
Courtesy 
Even temper 
FriendlineBs 
Judgment 
Iieliability 
Resourcefulness 
Stability 
Below average Average Above average Remarks 
12. Do you have any policies regarding re-employment of inactive nurses? 
Yes No 
------Please explain: 
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13. Have any of your older nurse group ever expressed a desire for refresher courses? 
Yes No 
------Please explain: 
14. How extensive an area does your agency serve? -----------------------------
3. 
Tt!e would appreciate any recommendations or comments you might have regarding 
employment or re-employment of older nurses. 
~'lould you like a summary of conclusions: Yes 
------
No 
Date 
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LETTER TO ACTIVE NURSES 
Dear 
On the ba81e of recent discus 1 on the. employabili~ of tbe ao-e 
- "older mrae, wo, s graduate etudentas in th~ School of Nursing ot Boston Uni ... 
v sity, are eomucting a atudy ot the older nurse in Rhode Iel&IJd. 'Ibis stat 
has been selected aa the study area in co it nao no Placement and COW18el1ng 
Service or ita own and no previoua ·stu~ of this kind has b JUde her • The 
tudy will attempt to determine in what areas the older nurse ie plo;yedJ -mere 
she tunotiona best; what, 1t anr. problema her emplOJ!Iltlllt presents} what 1a being 
done to help· her keep up w1 th the modern trel¥113 in nur~ing; and what atten!pts have 
been mad to draw inactive nursea back into nursing. 
To meet these objectives 1 t 1a ssential that our inform tion be u complete 
as possible. In view ot this, we are ·cont cting B number ot graduate nurses ho 
h · e· returned. to active nursing. Your IUI'Ile hae been suggested to ua~ Would JOU 
be willing to help by til..Ung out the enclo:s d questionnaire ae completely aa poa= 
. sible and returning it to ua by --------------· A sell• dr seed 
envelope hu beet enclosed tor your convenience. · All replies will b kept anon)'MOUBo 
· It you would be willing to talk w1 th us about this problea, would you eo 
de 1gna on the encloeecl poetcard. and return it to ua·, 
We feel tbat these concluaiou will be h lptul to all ea. 
B. 
I ; [ I DUAL HJRSE ACTIVE! 
r did y graduate from School of tursing? 
----------------------
• ced preparation in any- special field~ Yea 
specif7 ---
o ___ _ 
Indicat the periods during which you 'Were not actively mploJ'ec1 1D Dlll'BiDgt 
From---------- To --------- (Years) From 'n> 
From To --------
4o In what capacity are ;you now enq:>loJed~ 
Staff nu.rse Other (Please speciry) 
---- Head 111rse --------
Supervisor 
---- Instructor 
Adrrdni.strator or .Asent .Adllinietrator 
----
In hat tield are you now emplOJ'ed'! 
In8t1 tut1onal 
----Public Health 
Private dutr 
----Other (Please apecity) ------------------
Do you works P\:U time-------- PBJ.•t time-----------
So How old were you on yo~ last birthday?----·-------
6o Do you beli8.e ;you have ever been refuaed employment in a sraing capacity solely 
because of age? Yea No · 
Please expd.nt --·--------------------------
7 o Please indicate reuon tor retul'Ding to lllrsing --------------
8o How did ;rou hear about your present position: 
ao Newapap r advertia ent 
bo Advertia . ent in proteas .. lo_n_&l_j,..au-:r-nai._-
------(!o E)n.plo)'ment gency ------do O~er (a~cUy) ____________________________________________ ~ 
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9 o a. Have ;you ever taken a retreaher course '? ~os No 
b. If yea, do you feel that it htplped you in your p2esent wo:rk?-.YI:r"'e~e-_-_-_-__ No __ _ 
Please check item(s) which beat describe your eYaluation of the couraet 
---- Helpful Well planned 
---- Good content 
Classes too large 
---- No opportuni tT for practice provided 
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What suggestions could you make for improving such coursea1 
-------
~. It no, . would you have liked to take one before retlU'iling to nuraiaa? tee No 
- --== 
- lOo If a retreshezo course were oftor d1 would you enroll¥ ea No 
<!.ve reason · --
a 
llo \mat methode cau.ld you sUggest which might be effective in br1nging currently 
in ctive nurses bade into tbe field of nursing'? -------------
12 o 09neral.q 1 about how old would a nurse have to be before you. auld consider her 
an "older nnrse?n 
----------------------------
No~e a Do you have any recCD'I'!eDdat1ons to make regarding emploJment or re- lo,ment 
of older nura a'l (Back of questio.anaire mq be usoo 1f more ap&ee 1a neededo) 
Commentaa 
Type of organization in wbi<ah employeci 
If hospital, bed size It~""'!ag~e ... ney~, ..... s7'1z-e~o~r,..c"!!"oaa~ll~u"'!!'ii1 .... t~"'f'~-------
I t is not neceaaa17 to sign nameo All replioa "Will be. kept anonymouso 
Date -------------~----------------
B. 
LETTER TO INACTIVE NURSES 97 
Dear 
· On tl\e buie of recent discuald.ona on the employa.bilit ot the so-called 
noldez• nur e " t-~3, ae gradu te atudents in the School of Nursing ot BOtJton Uni-
vGrsity, SI··' conducting a tudy of the older nurse in Rhode Iala.Di. This state 
has been se:. ot1!d aa the study area einc it has no Plaeement and Counrseling 
Servj.ce of UB own and no previous study of this kind has been made hero. The 
study will att;empt to determi in what areaa the older nurse is employEJd; where 
she beat .1\lnct:· o J wbat, if au;y 1 prolimls her employm nt presents J what is being 
do!le to help ben· keep up with the modern trends in nursingJ and what attempts have 
beon made to draw inactive nurses bade into nursingo 
To meet these objectives it is saential that our information be as· complete . 
as possible. In vi w ot this~ ' are contacting a number ot graduat0 nurses who 
are currently in ctive in the profession. Your has been euggea to ua. 
\vould you be illing to help by f i ll1.np out the enclosed qu stionnare as completel7 
as possible alXl returning it to us ~ • A selt= 
ddresssd env lope has been enclosed !or your ~onvcnienee. All replie~ will be 
kopt tmOIVJilOUCc 
If ycu would be wUllng to talk w1 th us about this probl , would. you. eo 
designate on the enclosed postcard and return it ·to us .. 
We feel that these concluaiona will be helptul to all nuraea. 
Sincerely 7ours~ 
~ 
u~S-a 
B. 
In . tnt y di ou graduate f... School or Lr•l~. ?---------..--
2o Have you had advanced prep ation 1n 1'1 spacil'~ fiold'? Y -=----No----
If ye , pl p citY----.......-------------------= 
J., Hem l.ong has it b en sine yen nursoofor p r. (Ch ek ona) 
Les than 2 Je s 
----=- 2 to S ;years 
$ or more years 
---- I have never been employed ao a nur~G 
4o In what position did you last wor ? (Check on ) 
5taf nurse · Other (Pl a.v apec;.fy). _______ ,......_,__,-,__ 
---- Heacl nurs 
----- Supervisor Instructor 
-----Administrator or Assot Ad:ministrat.or 
In what t1eld were you last . ploym? 
Instituti nal 
---- Public Health 
Private ci\ltr 
-=---Other (Pleaae sp city) ~-------------------
So Why are yon not practicing as a 1111'& t the p~~ost.!nt time? 
I om looking for a job in rmrs1flG 
---~I om orking in ana~er field 
What tield? 
I am ttend"P"'!"lg~s~c""o~o""'~""'------==---
----.I hav f'ull ..... time fc.mily obl1gatio&18 
"'There are no hospi~cl.a or oth r jobs i'ol" nurses where I live 
-----""~There are no nuraing jobs w1 th ho a tha~ .i'1 t my i'amily obligat o, 
M¥ heal tb does not parmi t · 
-----1. am in ctive !or ct.h r reuons . 
'What reason ? 
-------- -----------------------------------------------~ 
6o How old. were yCXl on your last birt.bd~·-----------
7 o Do you believe you have ever en refused employment in a nurfiiDC eapccity solel;r 
because ot age? Yeo No · 
Pl ase explain-----------------------------
8. If y u went ba ~o nursing, in what field. would. you profe to work? 
---- Hoapital nursiJag 
~ic Health nursing 
.. ,. Private duty 
------- Other (Spec1f1) . ., -----~------~--------"=' 
9" ~auld you return to act1ve'mrsing in cue ot a declared emergcmcy! Yes No 
Any oapac1ty? Yea No o It no, state preference -~ 
ll time · Part tiliie 
------
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lOo ·Do you plan to return to aotive nursing in tho future? Yes=-..,_-= No-~~ 
Would you please explain_~------------------------
Uo If you do not plan on returning to active rursings would you be willing to eonmtent 
bri fi;y on ;your feeling regarding re·tircment from the profession? 
12o Have ;you ever taken a refresher course? Yes No 
Please ch ck item(a) which best desorlbe your-ava:tuation~ol:r-!1-::'t...,l"' 
Helpful 
~--- Well planned 
Good. content 
---- Classes too large 
=----=-- No oppqr"blnit;y for practice providod 
rlhat suggesti~ns could you make for improving such courses? __________ -== 
l)o Do you feol that you would need to take a refresher course before you could praeti~3 
nursing again? Yes No 
If a refresher course were offFe-ria~~~would you enroll? Yea No 
Give ree.son ---
l4o What methods could ;you suggest which might be effective in bringing currontl.J inactiv 
nurses back into the field of nursing? 
. . -
lSo Generally» about how old would a nurse have to be before you would consider her an 
"older nurse?" 
---------=--~~-
NOTEt It is not necessary to sign nameo All replies will be kept anozvmouao 
Date 
----------------~--------------------~---
c. 
GENERAL OUTLINE USED IN DIRECTED 
INTERVIEW WITH OLDER NURSES 
1. In what ways may the older nurse be an asset to the employing 
agency? 
2. Whati in your opinion, is the attitude of the employer toward the 
o der nurse? 
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Do you feel that nursing organizations are interested in the older 
nurse as a person or only in her potential as a worker to fill 
a job? 
3. Whati in your opinion, is the attitude of co-workers toward the 
o der nurse? 
From your experience would you say that the older nurse in general 
resents taking direction from a superior who is younger? 
~. Do you feel that nurses are able to plan for retirement? 
5. Have you been contacted regarding returning to active nursing? 
Give methods used. 
6. Was your re-orientation to the working situation sufficient? 
How do you feel it could have been improved? 
Would you prefer: 
a. On-the-job training 
b. In-service educational programs 
c. Other--name such 
as a means of orientation? 
7. What suggestions could you offer younger nurses to enable them to 
prepare themselves for the future? 
g. If you were again in a position to make a choice as to a profes-
sion, would you choose nursing? 
If not, why not? 
9. What can the employer do to increase the effectiveness of the older 
nurse employee--in relation to meeting modern demands of nurs-
ing, learning new techniques, etc.? 
10. How can the older nurse help herself as far as orientation to newer 
trends of medical care is concerned? 
11. In the majority of Rhode Island agencies which employ nurses, do 
you feel facilities would be available for continued practical 
counseling of the older nurse during her term of employment? 
By what means could this be accomplished? 
12. Do you think a Placement and Counseling Service is needed in 
Rhode Island? 
13. In what phase of nursing do you find most satisfaction? 
1~. Have you ever been asked to actively participate in an in-service 
educational program? 
Would you like to? 
15. What recommendations could you make regarding type of employment 
for older nurses? 
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